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Abstract: As the elderly population increases globally, the demand for systems and algorithms that target the elderly is increasing. Focusing on the extendibility of smart mirrors, our purpose is to create a motion detection system based on video input by an attached device (an RGB camera). The motion detection system presented in this paper is based on an algorithm that returns a Boolean value indicating the detection of motion based on skeletal information. We analyzed the problems that occur when the adjacent frame subtraction method (AFSM) is used in the motion detection algorithm based on the skeleton-related output of the pose estimation model. We compared and tested the motion recognition rate for slow-motion with the previously used AFSM and the vector sum method (VSM) proposed in this paper. As an experimental result, the slow-motion detection rate showed an increase of 30–70%.
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1. Introduction

Thanks to the development of AI technologies in recent years, simple tasks can be done by computers. As a result, tasks that are too simple and time-consuming for humans are being done by computers. One such task is motion monitoring/surveillance, as it is inappropriate for a human to manage and monitor multiple CCTVs because it requires a long period of concentration. With the advent of automated surveillance systems, several algorithms have appeared in automated detection. Examples of automated surveillance systems include systems that detect falls [1] or the gait of passers-by [2]. Each of these systems is based on its own movement detection algorithm, some of which are based on pose estimation models. The pose estimation model has weaknesses such as natural error and detection error, which can make the false movement of the target user’s joint point regardless of the target user’s actual movement. This weakness does not usually make a problem because the amount of such error is small enough to deal with large movement from some distance. However, it can cause a problem in dealing with a slow-moving target at a near distance.

In this study, to enhance the effectiveness of smart mirrors for the well-being of the elderly, we attached a camera to a smart mirror system that detects the movement of the elderly at a near distance. In this case, the elderly can often make slow motions and motion detection is made at a near distance. Therefore, the weakness of the motion detection system made by natural error becomes critical.

As the human lifespan and the population of the elderly are continuously increasing [3], the detection of slow-motion should not be overlooked. The population of the elderly age group is growing at a faster rate than other age groups [4]. Our study aims to implement a health management system for the elderly with consideration for their lack of mobility.
In [5–7], the authors suggest that regular exercise, such as a national exercise program, could have a positive impact on their health, especially for the elderly. However, as their physical ability declines, it is recommended that they should avoid strenuous exercise [8]. Moreover, as humans age, their mobility and speed tend to decrease. In [9], the mean gait speed of men aged 40 to 49 years was 143.4 cm/s, whereas, for women aged 80 to 99 years, the mean was 94.3 cm/s. Thus, targeting movements in the proposed system mainly includes walking and a national exercise program and excludes single joint movements such as lifting dumbbells.

By increasing the motion detection threshold, natural errors could be easily resolved, but another problem occurs when detecting slow movements by traditional methods, which use a threshold value to detect movement. If a target user’s speed is too slow, the motion may not be detected. In this study, dealing with such a problem is our goal. The Smart mirror environment will be explained in Section 3 and the proposed algorithm will be introduced in Section 4. Experiments on the weaknesses of the previous pose estimation model and the effectiveness of the proposed method will be presented in Section 5.

2. Related Work

2.1. Use of Smart Mirror

IoT technology is receiving a lot of attention, and many technologies are being developed [10] and widely used such as UAV [11]. The Smart Mirror is one of those Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices made by inserting a board such as a mini PC into the basic structure of a mirror. Depending on the purpose, a display and speaker can be used as a visual and audio output device, and various visual, tactile, audio, or other sensors–such as RGB camera, RGB-D camera, touch panel, microphone, or RFID sensor–can be inserted as an input device [12,13].

Examples of roles suggested in a thesis that focused on the utility of smart mirrors [14] include information delivery and entertainment. An example of a smart mirror used as a window for information transmission is a smart mirror that acts as a secretary [15], such as delivering daily information in a bathroom, and a smart mirror that can be used for academic purposes [16], in this case, anatomy.

Smart mirrors used to transmit information are also called magic mirrors. In Blum et al. [16], magic mirrors were used for learning anatomy. By processing visual input of the target user through an RGB-D camera, that system can show estimated 3D models of organs in the user’s abdomen region, text information, and additional reference images about anatomy. Seraku et al. [15] designed a bathroom smart mirror that estimates the weight of the user and displays simple information such as mail, weather, and calendar in the bathroom.

As mirrors are essential furniture in the home, smart mirrors are easier to access than any other IoT device, and this is no different for elderly households. Considering that it is a fixed mirror, a smart mirror with an RGB camera can play the role of a surveillance system similar to a CCTV surveillance camera. In this case, a system that detects the safety of the elderly or a slow-motion detection system that allows one to exercise while watching is more appropriate than a CCTV system that detects pedestrian movement or monitors the presence of a suspicious wanderer.

2.2. Movement Recognition and Pose Estimation

In [1], the authors introduced an algorithm for quickly judging elderly falls using an algorithm that extracts the target’s skeleton with OpenPose, measures the speed of the center of the hip joint, and calculates the angle with the ground.

The content introduced in [2] is the skeleton-based gait detection algorithm, an algorithm that determines through image input whether a target’s gait is abnormal. In this algorithm, the skeleton information for the target is extracted using a depth sensor such as Kinect, and seven angles of skeleton coordinates, excluding the upper body, are feature-extracted. The extracted vectors are converted into codewords using a clustering technique. During detection, if the gait cycle is less than a threshold, it is judged as an anomaly.
In [17], the authors introduced a pedestrian detection algorithm that uses two consecutive frames to determine the direction of pedestrian movement. It calculates displacement in five directions through comparison with the previous frame, learns the detector based on pattern recognition using Adaboost, and then performs an experiment to detect the motion and appearance of pedestrians.

In addition, there is a simple method for distinguishing whether the target in the current frame is moving/stopped. It is called the “frame subtraction method” [18] and “two-frame difference method” [19]. In this paper, it will be called the adjacent frame subtraction method (AFSM) as well. The AFSM simply calculates the difference between two adjacent frames and checks if the difference value is above/below the movement threshold. Those papers used AFSM with their own pre-processing method.

In [19], the authors performed gray variation as pre-processing and subtracted odd-even frames or background-current frames with the AFSM. In [18], the authors used AFSM as a fundamental detection method, but their objective was to find a better threshold value by using canny-edge detection and the Otsu method [20]. The AFSM itself was not their main point; however, our point is to understand the weakness of the AFSM and to find a better method.

In [21], an algorithm for crime prevention that quickly detects with a small error the presence and movement of a person were introduced. It stores the static background that CCTV captures continuously and identifies the existence of a specific object when the difference between the static background and the current image frame is less than 95%. The skeleton information of the identified entity is calculated, and when the displacement of the skeleton coordinates in the previous frame is greater than the absolute value of the threshold, the movement and direction are determined. It uses fixed CCTV cameras and skeleton information, and it detects the displacement of the skeleton relative to the previous frame.

The center gravity method (CGM) is an algorithm proposed [21] for judging whether the movement is less than a threshold using skeleton information. The center gravity coordinates obtained by averaging the coordinates of all skeleton points are calculated, the displacement between previous/current frames of the center coordinates is calculated, and the result of whether the displacement is less than or greater than the threshold is obtained. In that study, the original background removal work and the method for measuring change in the x-coordinate is much faster. We will use only the motion detection method in the experimental section. Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the algorithm.

![Figure 1](image_url)

**Figure 1.** Center gravity method. Array cgx_sheet is defined to store the previous and current cgx values. Center gravity point, cgx is defined as an average value of all x-coordinate values at a certain frame. The integer variable cgx_diff is defined to calculate differences between adjacent two frames.
3. Environment for Smart Mirror

Movement detection algorithm for a surveillance system generally targets for the fixed camera, but general CCTV with a high stand is not good enough for small movement detection because of its special viewing angle and limitations of the skeleton-based pose estimation model. For small movement detection, it is more suitable to use a fixed camera installed height of eye level and having a similar viewing angle to the general human eye’s field of view. Smart mirrors can meet this condition.

A smart mirror has good expandability and can include a module on the basic mirror foundation. A display can be inserted under the glass to give visual feedback, or a voice module can be mounted to give voice feedback. In addition, input sensors such as a touch panel, general RGB camera, RGB-D camera, and RFID sensor can be inserted to perform various functions. In this study, it is assumed that an RGB camera (webcam) is used as the input device for the smart mirror.

In an algorithm that detects motion based on the coordinates of the previous frame, it is unlikely that the displacement per frame of the moving object is less than the natural error unless the object is too slow or the natural error is too large. However, if the object is an elderly person with limited mobility, the movement of the object is unstable and slow, and if the pose estimation model used by the algorithm is unstable, a large tolerance value must be used. In such an environment, the method presented in this paper is advantageous.

4. Movement Detection Algorithm for the Elderly in Smart Mirror

4.1. Overall Structure of Movement Detection System

The motion detection method in this study uses the displacement of the joint coordinates. Calculating the displacement is not limited to two adjacent frames but uses more previous frames (frame depth, ‘RecentFrame’). If the corresponding displacements are greater than 0 (which is the threshold value), it may be determined that the corresponding frame is in a moving state; otherwise, it may be determined that they are in a non-moving state. However, due to the existence of natural error, which will be described later, the threshold value cannot be set to 0. And due to the existence of detection error, which will be described later, movement detection should be determined not by single frame result but by the majority result of recent frames. In Figure 2, overall structure of movement detection system in the proposed study is described.

Figure 2. Overall structure of movement detection system in the proposed study. Movenet is used as a skeletal pose-detection model. The Vector Sum Method (VSM), to be discussed in Figure 6, is used as a movement detection algorithm. N represents the parameter RecentFrame in this flowchart. M represents parameters for ignoring single-joint movement, and N/2 represents the majority number of recent frames for detection error.

The algorithm that used a fixed threshold value might have a potential weakness for movement with varying distances, like the movement towards the camera. So, as the
threshold value must vary with distance, the shoulder width of the current target is set as a threshold value. Different threshold standards may be selected according to the purpose of the system. In this system, detecting the presence of minor movement in a smart mirror is the purpose.

The pose estimation model has some limitations. The limitations of the pose estimation model hinder movement detection. The limitations will be discussed in the next session. The system in this study aims to overcome the pose estimation model’s limitations for movement detection.

4.2. Pose Estimation Model and Its Limitation

As shown in Table 1, there are two general limitations of a skeleton-based pose estimation model and another limitation in movement detection that uses the pose estimation model.

(1) Natural error is a small error that occurs in a stopped situation. When a target is static, all of the target’s joint points are moving a little. This is a basic limitation of the pose estimation model; in this study, non-intentional movement will be included as a natural error. Non-intentional movement is negligible physiological movement, such as breathing action.

(2) Detection errors are divided into two types, (2-1) whole point error and (2-2) partial point error. A whole point error is an error in which all the point’s coordinates are wrong, whereas a partial point error is an error in which the coordinates of a single or a couple of points are wrong.

(3) Slow movement can be detected as a movement if the threshold is set very low, but then the system may miss ignoring the natural error and detect movement in a stopped situation. We manage these errors in this session.

The problem with the current model is that the points move even when a person is in a stationary state and there are several types of detection errors. There are several reasons why a point moves even if the subject stands still. First, it is difficult to specify a single joint coordinate in that joint area. For example, it is not possible to accurately specify the wrist coordinate in the wrist area. Because the image changes slightly with every frame, the coordinates of the representative joints are not fixed, but they are definitely present in the joint area. Second, it is a dilemma in a human motion detection system. Consider a robotic police officer saying “freeze” to a suspect who is raising both hands in surrender. Should the system detect the unintended micro-movement of an arm tremor as a movement even if the target keeps freezing? Humans may try to stay motionless but cannot stay strictly motionless as they breathe.

Table 1. Three limitations. Two limitations of the skeleton-based pose estimation model, another limitation in the movement detection system that uses the pose estimation model. Natural error and slow movement are closely related.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural error</td>
<td>Small error that occurs in a stopped situation. Target is static, but all of the target’s joint points are moving slightly. Non-intentional movement, negligible physiological movement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole point error</td>
<td>All points detected at the wrong position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial point error</td>
<td>Single/couple of points continuously detected at the wrong position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow movements</td>
<td>Target has moved, and its displacement is close to a threshold value.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pose estimation has another problem in detecting targets. It is an accuracy performance issue for the pose estimation model. Detection error can be divided into two types, as shown in Figure 3: whole point error and partial point error. A whole point error is an error in which all the point’s coordinates go wrong. A partial point error is an error in which the coordinates of a single point, or a couple of points are wrong, while the other points are in
a tolerable place. Whole point error does not appear sequentially or frequently, while point error appears in almost every frame of a video with a high error rate.

In the current system, Movenet [22] is used as a pose estimation model. Its detection error rate was below 15% per frame for the whole point error and less than four joint points per frame for partial point error. Movement detection in the proposed system includes walking and basic freehand exercise for the elderly. As we excluded such actions, which were only single-joint moves, the following method will not encounter such a problem. In addition, using the majority result of recent frames may be a solution for managing whole point error.

4.3. Traditional Movement Detection Method and Its Limitation: Slow Movements

Figure 4 shows skeleton point of arm, natural error in stationary state (a), normal movement (b), slow movement (c), and movement detection methods (d). The moved distance in (b) and (c) is the same, but the speed is different. In Figure 4d, the threshold value for the movement detection algorithm is shown in the upper right box. Each shape represents a locus of each point through a 3 and 6-frame trajectory. Each line represents joint displacement. Displacement greater than the threshold is shown in solid line while displacement less than the threshold is shown dotted.

The traditional method of distinguishing circumstances between Figure 4a,b is simple. Using AFSM, we compare the amount of movement and determine whether it is less/greater than the threshold. In Figure 4a, the points generated from standing still have very small displacements. On the other hand, in Figure 4b, the displacement of each moving point is very large. That is, if the movement distance (displacement) of each point is smaller than the threshold, it can be determined that the subject is in a stopping state, and if it is larger, it can be determined that the subject is in a moving state. In many studies, even if the goal of the algorithm is different (movement detection, fall detection), adjacent frames are compared.

Scenarios and formulas are given below in Figure 5. This simple method has often been used in combination with other pre-processing methods, such as in [18,19,21]. Displacement of joint at each frame (\(|P_kP_{k+1}|\)) is compared with threshold to return boolean value whether it is less or more, through frame depth. As we use the majority result of recent
frames for handling detection error, the variable ‘Moved’ and ‘Stopped’ is counted based on the method’s return value.

\[
\forall \ k \in 0 \leq k < RF, \begin{cases} 
\text{Moved} & \leftarrow \text{Moved} + 1, \text{ if } |\overrightarrow{P_kP_{k+1}}| \geq \text{threshold} \\
\text{Stopped} & \leftarrow \text{Stopped} + 1, \text{ if } |\overrightarrow{P_kP_{k+1}}| < \text{threshold}
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

Movement at current frame \( \leftarrow \begin{cases} 
\text{True, if } \text{Moved} \geq \text{Stopped} \\
\text{False, if } \text{Moved} < \text{Stopped}
\end{cases} \)  

(2)

Figure 4. Problem with current MoveNet model and representative solution. (a) Natural error in Situation: Stop; (b) Situation: Swing right (moving right in 0.1 s, trajectory of 3 frames); (c) Situation: Swing right slowly (moving right in 0.2 s, trajectory of 6 frames); (d) Comparing solutions: Natural error occurs in (a) and each figure’s shoulder point. Dotted lines and solid lines represent whether the length of line is less/greater than threshold. Shapes (triangle to hexagon) represent locus of each point, as shown in (c).

We can use the maximum of the natural error extracted from the ideal stationary video as the threshold value of the equation (Equation (3)). An ideal stationary video is a video in which the posture of the target is clearly fixed and there is no detection error (Equation (4)). Examples of detection errors include the presence of a single point in an abnormal location or the detection of another object in the background as a human. Under these conditions, the natural error is a set that have elements as the size of all \( |\overrightarrow{P_kP_{k+1}}| \) in the stationary video. However, calculating the threshold in this way is inappropriate, as detection may occur for every target. Furthermore, simply increasing the threshold could be a solution for dealing with natural error. However, this would cause another problem for slow motions. We will explain such a case next.

\[
\text{NaturalError} = \left\{ x | x \in \mathbb{R}, x \text{ is } |\overrightarrow{P_kP_{k+1}}| \text{ in IdealFrame}, \text{ for } \forall k \right\}
\]  

(3)

\[
\text{IdealFrame} = \left\{ x | x \text{ is a frame that has very low detection error in Stationary video} \right\}
\]  

(4)
Unlike the circumstances shown in Figure 4a,b, the amount of movement is not large in Figure 4c. As the subject moves very carefully or very slowly, it is definitely moving to the right in general, but the movement distance between frames is often smaller than the threshold. As a result, in this case, AFSM would not work correctly. If the threshold is set lower, it may detect the target’s slow movement as true, but the static target may also detect false movement too, as the natural error would also be greater than the threshold. On the other hand, if the threshold is set higher, it may not detect the static target as a false movement but may miss the target’s slow movement. Moreover, if the natural error is large or the movement is slow, distinguishing between the slowly moving target and the static target will become more difficult.

4.4. Vector Sum Method for Solving Limitations

Looking at Figures 4c and 6, the amount of movement is insignificant even when the hexagon and the inverted triangle (\( \overrightarrow{P_0P_2} \) in Figure 6) in the shoulder area are compared, but the distance between the hexagon and the triangle (\( \overrightarrow{P_0P_{RF}} \)) is very large, even though the distance between the triangle-rhombus and the rhombus-hexagon is small in the wrist figure. Therefore, if one compares the magnitude of the vector sum moved several frames in a row instead of making a one-to-one comparison with the previous frame, it would be acceptable to set the threshold somewhat higher. This method is called the Vector Sum Method (VSM). Formulas are given below Figure 6.

**Figure 5.** Locus of left elbow point (which is represented as a circle). Locus shows as much as before RecentFrame (RF) from the Current Frame. RecentFrame is the frame depth variable, which is 5 in the current figure.

**Figure 6.** Locus of left elbow point (which is represented as a circle), as much as before RecentFrame (RF) from the Current Frame. RecentFrame is the frame depth variable, which is 5 in the current figure. This figure is from the shoulder area of Figure 4c.
In expression (5), sum of displacement of joint at each frame ($\sum_{l=0}^{k} \overrightarrow{P_lP_{l+1}}$) is compared with threshold to return boolean value whether it is less or more, through frame depth. In expression (6), as we use the majority result of recent frames for handling detection error, variable ‘Moved’ and ‘Stopped’ is counted based on the method’s return value.

$$\forall k \text{ in } 0 \leq k < RF, \begin{cases} 
\text{Moved} \leftarrow \text{Moved} + 1, & \text{if } \sum_{l=0}^{k} \overrightarrow{P_lP_{l+1}} \geq \text{threshold} \\
\text{Stopped} \leftarrow \text{Stopped} + 1, & \text{if } \sum_{l=0}^{k} \overrightarrow{P_lP_{l+1}} < \text{threshold}
\end{cases}$$

(5)

Even if vector sum is used for displacement, using VSM is different from just downsampling all the frames because the downsampling method is faulty in the case of periodic motion. Figure 7 shows 5 coordinates moving to the right and coming back. This case is detected as a movement by the vector sum method, as $\overrightarrow{P_0P_1}, \overrightarrow{P_0P_2}$ is greater than the threshold. However, if downsampling occurs by calculating only the initial-final coordinates ($\overrightarrow{P_0P_{RF}}$), the final displacement will be smaller than the threshold, as shown in the figure ($\overrightarrow{P_0P_{RF}} < \text{Threshold}$).

Even if the movement is slow, the size of the sum of vector through N frames increases maximally N times, so if the movement is intentional, the threshold can be amplified.
Figure 8. Locus of stopped shoulder and micro-movement of elbow points through 600 frames. Looking at the difference between $|P_1{P_2}|$ and $|P_1{P_{600}}|$, there is little difference in the case of the shoulder, but a very large difference in the case of the elbow. This is general evidence that VSM would detect a natural error in a static target and the actual movements of a target.

However, the VSM also has limitations. Because the information of past frames has to be compared, the memory will be increased. Additionally, compared with the ASFM, where only the previous coordinates were compared and calculated, the computation will be increased as well. In addition, there is a possibility that the slower the object, the larger the value of frame depth is needed.

In addition, there is another limitation to this detection method. This algorithm cannot increase the threshold and frame depth too much. This is an issue of periodic motion. Intentional movement assumes that there is a direction for a very short time, no matter how irregular, as long as the person intends it. For example, if we specify case 1 (frame depth of 0.3 s, a threshold value of shoulder width) and case 2 (frame depth of 1 s, a threshold value of about twice the width of the subject’s shoulders) in a scenario where the subject shakes their arm rapidly, the motion of randomly shaking the arm will be classified as a movement in case 1, but will be misclassified as a natural error in case 2.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Experimental Setup

5.1.1. Overall Setup

We prepared three types of experimental data. The threshold value used for the experiment was equal to the user’s shoulder width and the previous frame to be compared (frame depth) was 10 frames. The camera was fixed and the distance between target and camera was 2 m. In each scenario, the user was looking at the camera consistently. The movement range is limited to the camera’s viewing angle. The experimental environment was indoors. The frame rate was 30 frame/s. The resolution was 640 × 480 and the camera used was a Logitech C922 Pro Stream 1080p.

Motion is detected using the prepared data in a method based on three algorithms for each frame. (1) The first algorithm is a center gravity method (CGM) that compares only the previous center point coordinates, as shown in Figure 1. (2) The second algorithm is an adjacent two-frame method (AFSM) in Equations (1) and (2) and Figure 5, a movement comparison method that compares only the previous frame. (3) And the last algorithm is a vector sum method (VSM), a method for comparing each of the coordinates of the several previous frames, in Equations (5) and (6) and Figure 2.

The data are classified as fast-moving vector scenarios (FMV Scenario), not moving vector scenarios (NMV Scenario), and slow-moving vector scenarios (SMV Scenario). If the main target is not moving, the data are classified as the NMV scenario. Else, if the main target’s overall movement is less than the threshold, the data are classified as an SMV
scenario. Else, the data are classified as FMV scenarios. In movement scenarios, comparing data only differs in speed.

The purpose of experimenting SMV scenario is to show that the proposed method could handle slow movement issues. By using the newly proposed method (VSM), a movement that previously used methods (AFSM, CGM) could not detect must now be detected successfully. The purpose of experimenting with FMV and NMV scenarios is to show that VSM does not have an over-fitting issue. By using the newly proposed method, a movement that the previously used method could detect must be detected successfully as well.

In Experiment 1, we input three types of data and collected movement detection results at each frame. Each method returns the movement detection result as “moved (1)” or “not moved (0)” at a single frame. In FMV and SMV scenarios, the ground truth of each frame is ‘moved’ while the ground truth of each frame is ‘not moved’ in the NMV scenario.

Furthermore, Experiment 2 is planned to measure the displacement of every point between adjacent two frames and calculate the average. The purpose is to show that although it is easy to distinguish between natural error and fast movement by comparing adjacent two frames, it is difficult to distinguish between slow movement and stationary state by comparing adjacent two frames.

5.1.2. Data: Scenarios for Experiment

Each scenario has 15 video sequences. The scenario between FMV and SMV only differs in speed while others are all the same. Speeds in FMV scenarios are 3~5 times faster than speeds in SMV scenarios. Speed is set based on the elderly’s physical ability. Speed is controlled by controlling time and fixing distance. The NMV scenario is divided by low/high error, based on their error rates. All ground truth values in the FMV and SMV scenario’s frame are ‘moved(1)’, while all ground-truth value in the NMV scenario’s frame are ‘not moved(0)’. Each scenario is described in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FMV) Walking</td>
<td>Walk towards camera back and forth, 1~3 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controlled speed to 100~150 cm/s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(FMV) Freehand Exercise</td>
<td>Squat down and stand up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controlled time per action to 2~3 s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SMV) Walking</td>
<td>Walk towards camera back and forth, 1~3 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controlled speed to 33~50 cm/s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SMV) Freehand Exercise</td>
<td>Squat down and stand up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controlled time per action to 12~15 s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NMV) Standing-Low Error</td>
<td>Standing still, no actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detection error rate is less than 3%, Natural error is stable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NMV) Standing-High Error</td>
<td>Standing still, no actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detection error rate is more than 3%, Natural error is unstable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Result of Experiment 1

The result of all scenarios is represented in Table 3. In a single video, the detection rate is calculated by (number of frames the method returned as ‘moved’)/(number of total frames). In the FMV and SMV scenarios, as the ground truth value of each frame is “moved (1)”, methods must record a higher detection rate while it must record a lower detection rate in the NMV scenario. Each cell represents the average/standard deviation value of each scenario, which contains 15 video sequences.

In FMV scenarios, the detection rate increased to 10~30 percentage points between AFSM and VSM. In SMV scenarios, the detection rate increased greatly above 50 percent point between AFSM and VSM. It is presumed that the reason for the low detection rate in the FMV scenario of CGM and AFSM is that we set the threshold value too high. However,
even with this high threshold value, the detection rate of VSM was quite successful. In the next experiment, the reason why we cannot set the threshold value lower will be shown.

**Table 3.** Experiment 1 result for movement scenarios. Each cell represents (average detection rate, standard deviation) through prepared 15 video sequences. Detection rate is calculated by (number of frame which method returned ‘moved’)/(number of total frame) in every single video sequence. Units of measure are percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>CGM(%)</th>
<th>AFSM(%)</th>
<th>VSM(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FMV) Walking</td>
<td>51.15</td>
<td>21.05</td>
<td>61.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(FMV) Freehand Exercise</td>
<td>15.98</td>
<td>06.46</td>
<td>73.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SMV) Walking</td>
<td>74.83</td>
<td>22.05</td>
<td>24.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SMV) Freehand Exercise</td>
<td>00.48</td>
<td>00.21</td>
<td>08.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NMV) Standing-Low Error</td>
<td>01.17</td>
<td>02.93</td>
<td>00.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NMV) Standing-High Error</td>
<td>40.43</td>
<td>38.43</td>
<td>06.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Result of Experiment 2

Table 4 reports the average/standard deviation of the mean displacement of whole points and threshold in the video. The purpose is to show that although it is easy to distinguish between a stationary state and fast movement by comparing adjacent two frames, it is difficult to distinguish between a stationary state and slow movement by comparing two adjacent frames. All units of measure in the table are pixels.

**Table 4.** Experiment 2 result. Each cell represents (average, standard deviation) of joint displacement and used threshold through prepared 15 video sequences. Each frame has 12 joint points of shoulder, arm, wrist, hip, leg, and ankle. Distance between left shoulder point and right shoulder point is set as a threshold. Each 12 joint displacement is calculated by comparing adjacent two frames. Average joint displacement is the average value of 12 joint displacements and its standard deviation. Units of measure are in pixels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Joint Displacement (Pixel)</th>
<th>Threshold (Pixel)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>STDEV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(FMV) Walking</td>
<td>09.55</td>
<td>02.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(FMV) Freehand Exercise</td>
<td>13.54</td>
<td>03.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SMV) Walking</td>
<td>05.14</td>
<td>00.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SMV) Freehand Exercise</td>
<td>03.47</td>
<td>01.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NMV) Standing-Low Error</td>
<td>01.86</td>
<td>00.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NMV) Standing-High Error</td>
<td>04.47</td>
<td>01.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Joint point displacement is around 10 pixels in FMV scenarios, around 4 pixels in SMV scenarios and around 1.5 pixels in NMV scenarios. However, in the “Standing-High Error” scenario, its displacement is around 4 pixels. This means the distinction between the target’s slow movement and natural error is difficult in a particular video.

In the current experiment, the threshold is set to the target’s shoulder width and its shown to 7~9 pixel. With this high threshold and method that only compares threshold and displacement between two adjacent frames (AFSM, CGM), the natural error in the NMV scenario is detected as ‘not moved’ but the target’s slow movement is detected as ‘not moved’ too. If the threshold is set lower (as half of the current threshold), the target’s slow movement will be detected as ‘moved’ but a natural error in the NMV scenario would detect as ‘moved’ too. By using VSM, the threshold is set high, natural error in NMV scenario is detected as ‘not moved’ and target’s slow movement is detected as ‘moved’.
6. Conclusions

This paper presented a skeleton-based motion detection algorithm using MoveNet, which is a TensorFlow AI model, as a pose estimation model. We analyzed and experimented with the limitations of the pose estimation model, MoveNet, and the problems of algorithms that determine something by comparing between two adjacent frames. In addition, we showed that such problems can be solved by comparing the information from the previous frames.

Moreover, to cope with the elderly’s slow movement in a fixed camera environment, it is necessary to distinguish between slow movements and natural errors. The method of distinguishing between slow movements and natural errors is based on the adjustment of threshold values. Reducing the threshold value requires a higher accuracy or more stability of the artificial intelligence model that can make the natural error itself smaller. Increasing the threshold value requires the distinction between slow movement and natural error. In this paper, the latter was chosen as the performance enhancement of the artificial intelligence model requires a high cost.

The limitation of the proposed algorithm is that it requires fine-tuning of the variables. The threshold value, based on shoulder width in the proposed study, must be set differently if the target is not facing the mirror. The frame depth must be set differently if the input video’s frame per second differs. If frame depth is set too large, the problem of periodic motion occurs, and computation time is increased.

For future work, a method by which frame depth variable could be automatically adjusted based on the frame per second of input video or based on target movements is needed.
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